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Abstract
We introduce CompoundFS, a firmware-level file system that
combines multiple filesystem I/O operations into a single compound operation to reduce software overheads. The overheads
include frequent interaction (e.g., system calls), data copy,
and the VFS overheads between user-level application and
the storage stack. Further, to exploit the compute capability
of modern storage, CompoundFS also provides a capability
to offload simple I/O data processing operations to the devicelevel CPUs, which further provides an opportunity to reduce
interaction with the filesystem, move data, and free-up host
CPU for other operations. Preliminary evaluation of CompoundFS against the state-of-the-art user-level, kernel-level,
and firmware-level file systems using microbenchmarks and
a real-world application shows up to 178% and 75% performance gains, respectively.

1

Introduction

With the advent of ultra-fast storage technologies such as
NVMe SSD and 3D-Xpoint, the software bottlenecks are
slowly dominating the hardware cost [2, 4, 17, 35]. To reduce the software overheads, there has been a renewed interest across industry and academia, developing solutions
that aim at thinning the software storage stack. Most solutions (software and firmware) aim to reduce OS interaction
across the data and control plane without compromising correctness, consistency, crash-consistency, or security guarantees [12, 21, 25, 31, 32, 36].
Prior software-level solutions range from applicationcustomized storage stack to reduce generic filesystem overheads [7], full user-level filesystems [12, 25, 36], and hybrid
user and kernel-level filesystems [20, 23]. Hardware solutions
include firmware file systems [21], key-value stores (e.g., KVSSDs) [32], and compute accelerated (e.g., FPGA) in-device
storage [31] allowing applications to bypass the kernel for
direct-access. Several nonvolatile memory (NVM) specific
hybrid user and kernel-level filesystems such as ZoFS [12],
FLEX [36], and SplitFS [20] for memory-based storage have
been proposed.
Limitations of Current Work. While current proposals
reduce OS interaction and system call costs, they either do
not eliminate major software bottlenecks or fully exploit the
compute capability of modern storage hardware. The software bottlenecks include: (1) frequently crossing application
and storage stack boundaries, and (2) high data movement
overhead between application and filesystem. The boundarycrossings include application core switching to the file system
running as a separate server process [12, 23, 25] or inside the

kernel [20, 23, 28], or in the firmware [21]. Some user-level
filesystems must trap into the OS for concurrent filesystem
access across applications [23, 28]. Finally, most prior approaches cannot exploit storage-level compute capability, or
require applications to be fully redesigned [31].
Contribution. To overcome these challenges, we design
CompoundFS, a direct-access firmware-level filesystem that
reduces interaction and data copy overheads between applications and the filesystem and utilizes the device-level compute
capabilities. For direct-access, CompoundFS adopts the design principle of prior firmware filesystems [21]. To reduce
overheads, CompoundFS introduces Compound Operations
(hereafter referred to as CompoundOps). CompoundOps
combine multiple POSIX-style I/O operations into a single enhanced I/O operation (e.g., file open-and-read, readmodify-write). The CompoundOps are issued by the application and executed as one operation inside storage firmware.
Consequently, CompoundOps reduce interaction and data
copy overheads between application and filesystem. Further, in CompoundFS, we extend CompoundOps with simple device-level compute operations such as checksum and
compression that reduce host CPU use and also avoid repeated data movement (e.g., write-and-checksum). Incorporating CompoundOps requires simple and intuitive changes
to POSIX-based applications.
CompoundFS currently supports a simple scheduling and
all-or-nothing model for crash-consistency (all operations in a
CompoundOps either succeed or fail). Further, CompoundFS
support for CompoundOps is currently limited to a single
inode. Our ongoing work is addressing challenges for ordering CompoundOps across application(s) threads and crashconsistency, a better I/O scheduling mechanisms for efficient
management of device-CPUs (discussed in Section 3), and
support for multi-inode CompoundOps.
Preliminary evaluation
of CompoundFS
with
CompoundOps on an emulated infrastructure using Intel DC Optane memory shows substantial reduction in
application and file system interaction, system call cost, data
overheads, and device-level computation benefits, all leading
to performance gains of 178% and 75% in microbenchmarks
and real-world LevelDB application, respectively.

2

Background and Motivation

Next, we present a brief background on direct-access
filesystem approaches and other efforts to offload computation to storage. We then discuss the limitations and provide
empirical evidence of these limitations.
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Figure 1: OS Overhead Analysis on LevelDB. Figures show (a) throughput (compression disabled), (b) user-level vs. OS time breakdown (in %), and
(c) time consumption of dominant user-level and kernel functions.

2.1

Direct-access Filesystem (DirectFS).

Several DirectFS systems have been proposed to reduce system call overheads, provide partial or full crashconsistency guarantees, and POSIX compatibility. For example, state-of-the-art approaches such as Strata [23], and
more recently SplitFS [20], divide the filesystem across the
userspace and the OS. Approaches such as Moneta-D [9]
and Arrakis [28] split filesystem across the library, kernel,
and firmware. User-level approaches like [12, 25] deploy a
microkernel-like trusted server reducing OS interaction. An alternative approach to achieving direct-access is by deploying a
filesystem inside storage firmware as used by prior hardwarecentric approaches such as DevFS [21] and Insider [31]. Apart
from providing direct access, firmware filesystems can exploit
hardware capabilities such as device-level CPUs, power-loss
fail-safe capacitors, device-level I/O queues for parallelism,
and others [21].

2.2

Storage-level Computation

Exploiting storage-level compute capability has been explored for the past four decades. Seminal systems such as
CASSM [33], RARES [24], and Active-Storage [6, 30] proposed adding one or more processors to a disk for operations such as database scan and search. Recent systems
such as Smart-SSD [11], BlueDBM [19], and Samsung’s KVSSD [32] deploy query processing engine, big data applications, and key-value store engines inside SSDs. Alternatively,
the use of low-power FPGAs to accelerate storage performance is gaining traction. LSM-FPGA [37] offloads LSM
store’s compaction engine to the storage. Quero et al. offload
sorting operations to SSD to improve application performance
and SSD lifetime [29], whereas Biscuit allows developers to
write custom applications for processing inside a raw storage
device. [14]. To accelerate persistent key-value stores, POLARDB [8] offloads and distributes table scan tasks from host
CPU to an FPGA-centric smart storage device. Caribou [16]
explores the design of near-data processing that supports keyvalue engines. YourSQL [18] filters the data by offloading
data scanning of a query to user-programmable solid-state
drives.

2.3

Limitations of Prior Systems.

DirectFS: While DirectFS reduce system call costs (between application and OS), these approaches are limited by
one of the following. First, prior approaches do not necessarily reduce boundary-crossings between application address
space and the storage stack. The storage stack could be running as a separate server process [12, 23, 25], or inside the
kernel [20, 23, 28] for control plane operations (e.g., metadata update), or even inside the device firmware [21]. Second,
data movement between application and storage stack is not
effectively reduced.
Storage-level Compute: Most prior storage-level compute
research has been designed purely for data processing customized to an application without using filesystems. They lack
crash-consistency capabilities, support for POSIX, or require
OS interaction [14, 29]. Approaches like DevFS [21] lack
storage-level compute capability and may even require a full
redesign of the storage stack [31]. In contrast, CompoundFS,
in addition to supporting filesystems, provides a generic, simple extension to POSIX for exploiting to storage-level compute. Further, CompoundFS compounds I/O operations and
reduces data movement cost, substantially reducing latency
and improving throughput even with simple device-CPUs.
Using accelerators for scaling specific operations (e.g., scan)
in the above state-of-the-art-systems [8,16,18] could possibly
improve the performance of CompoundFS further.

2.4

Analysis

To understand the software overheads, in Figure 1, we
briefly analyze widely-used LevelDB, which is a persistent
key-value store application. We study the throughput (Figure 1a), the runtime breakdown (Figure 1b), and the cost of
dominant operations across the user and kernel-levels (Figure 1c). For our study, we use the popular db_bench [3] benchmark, and evaluate random write, random read, and overwrite
operations. We use 4-client threads and vary the value sizes
from 256B to 4KB. The key size (16 bytes) and the number of key-value pairs (100K) are kept constant. We use a
512GB DC Optane persistent memory with 64 cores and 32
GB DRAM to analyze state-of-the-art ext4-DAX (a kernel
filesystem) and SplitFS [20] (a hybrid user- and kernel-level

filesystem).
First, as shown in Figure 1a, the write throughput is significantly lower than the read throughput because write suffers
from high compaction cost, a behavior well studied in the
past [22]. Next, as shown in Figure 1b, LevelDB suffers significant kernel-level overhead, spending close to 65% of the
runtime when using 4K value size. To understand the overheads inside the OS, Figure 1c shows the breakdown of timeconsuming user- and kernel-level functionalities. As shown
in Figure 1c, the data copy overheads (between the user and
OS buffers) and across data structures inside the OS consume
9% of the time. In contrast, filesystem metadata updates and
locking consume 15% and 16%, respectively. Surprisingly,
these overheads are high in SplitFS (implemented over ext4DAX), which converts data plane operations to NVM load
and store operations.
We observe that LevelDB performs several metadata-heavy
operations, such as file creation, rename, close, and sync operations, thereby increasing user-to-kernel data movement. We
also notice that SplitFS suffers from high kernel-level locking
and kernel-level allocation overheads due to its use of prepaging. In the user-level, the checksum (CRC) overheads followed by data copy costs are high. LevelDB (and several other
applications) use CRC for application-level crash-consistency
during logging and compaction to avoid frequent fsync for
each key by first writing the payload and then the CRC of the
payload.
Based on these observations, we posit the following: (1)
system call and data copy overheads between application and
storage stack in both control and data plane impacts performance and must be reduced; (2) applications spend a significant time pre- or post-processing I/O data (e.g., CRC) before
read and write operation that could be offloaded to a storage
device with computation capability.

3

Design of CompoundFS

We present the general architecture of CompoundFS, a
firmware filesystem to reduce system call and data copy overheads by combining multiple operations and creating a compound operation. Additionally, CompoundFS can also offload
I/O data pre- and post-processing to storage hardware freeing
up the host CPUs. We also discuss the crash-consistency and
scheduling challenges.
Figure 2 shows the high-level design of CompoundFS,
which consists of a user-level library (UserLib) and a
firmware-level filesystem component (StorageFS). For traditional use (without CompoundOps), CompoundFS allows
unmodified POSIX-based applications to benefit from direct
storage access similar to prior filesystems such as DevFS.
CompoundFS adds simple extensions to traditional POSIX
APIs to (1) combine two or more POSIX operations into
one CompoundFS operation, and (2) offload some pre- and
post-processing computations to StorageFS. We first provide
a brief overview of UserLib and StorageFS and then discuss
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Figure 2: CompoundFS High-level Design. The filesystem data
structure is partitioned into global and per-file structures. The per-file structures are created during file setup. CompoundFS metadata structures are similar to other kernel-level filesystems. Op2+ shows a CompoundOps, Op3*
shows a CompoundOps with processing.

our current design for combining multiple operations and
offloading computation.
User-space Library (UserLib). UserLib intercepts POSIX
as well as our extended CompoundOps and converts them to
StorageFS understandable (NVMe-like) I/O commands [35].
To exploit the hardware-level parallelism in modern I/O devices that can support and process requests from 64K I/O
queues, during file open, UserLib requests the OS for a DMA
memory region for creating inode-queues, and registers them
with StorageFS. For subsequent data plane operations, such
as read, write, and fsync, UserLib adds these commands to the
inode-queues and rings a doorbell, which is then processed
by StorageFS.
Storage File System (StorageFS). The high-level design of
StorageFS is similar to other firmware-level file systems [21].
StorageFS provides a simpler filesystem with in-memory
and on-disk metadata structures such as super-block, bitmap
blocks, inode, and data blocks. StorageFS also supports data
and metadata journaling using a dedicated journal space on
the device as shown in Figure 2. Our current design adapts
and significantly extends the PMFS [13] filesystem.
PMFS is a kernel-level file system designed for NVMs to
bypass the page cache. It relies on the VFS layer using traditional system calls that incur data movement between user and
kernel space, and the host-CPUs for file system processing.
While the page cache bypassing design aligns with the goal of
CompoundFS, PMFS must be extended to avoid dependence
on the VFS, system calls, and crash-consistency techniques
that are tailored for StorageFS.
We modify PMFS to a command-based architecture. The
I/O operations are packed as commands, and the commands
encapsulate a command ID (e.g., read/write/append) and other
related parameters of a command (e.g., I/O buffer, size). To
eliminate system call and the VFS dependency, UserLib registers a shared circular buffer with StorageFS during an application’s initialization from which StorageFS can directly
process. One key low-level point is that UserLib uses a submission head to point to the next available entry in the com-

mand buffer. StorageFS maintains a completion head pointing
to the current entry in the circular buffer under process; this
is similar to the new IO_Uring [5] interface recently added
to the Linux kernel. StorageFS fetches I/O commands from
inode-queues, processes request by updating data and metadata updates in device memory, followed by on-disk journaling for crash-consistency, and finally, checkpointing them (see
§4.2).
Emulation. Due to a lack of programmable storage, we
emulate CompoundFS as a device driver with dedicated
cores that use kernel threads to process requests. During the
CompoundFS mounting, StorageFS finds the superblock, followed by the root directory. In addition, StorageFS also reserves a region of firmware memory for performing I/O. For
security, CompoundFS uses a model similar to DevFS [21]
by maintaining a host CPUID to credential mapping updated
by the host OS and checked during each I/O operation.
Avoiding System Calls and Data Copy. For avoiding system calls, UserLib writes I/O commands and input/output
buffer to the per-inode DMA buffer. StorageFS uses the DMA
buffer to perform I/O operations directly, thereby avoiding
system call overheads. However, in addition to system call
overheads, reducing data copy overheads (moving data backand-forth between the filesystem and user-space buffers) is
critical for I/O bound applications. We next discuss the design
of CompoundOps that combine multiple I/O operations into
one compound operation.

4

Realizing CompoundFS Operations

We envision and currently support two forms of
CompoundOps: (1) I/O-only CompoundOps that combine two or more traditional POSIX operations into one
data-plane operation; (2) data pre- and post-processing
CompoundOps. We first briefly discuss the mechanics of supporting CompoundOps followed by the details of currently
supported operations.

4.1

Mechanics

Unlike vectored-I/O, CompoundOps could have one or
more different POSIX (micro) operations that can be combined together and also support simple data pre- and postprocessing. First, we start by extending the NVMe command
structures. Current NVMe commands support simple block
operations. Prior work such as DevFS extended the simple
NVMe commands with POSIX-like filesystem operations
(e.g., read, write, open, close). CompoundFS goes one step
beyond to extend the NVMe commands to support multiple
operations. We extend the opcode (operation code), return
code, the I/O buffer pointers to support a list (using array) of
operations, in addition to an additional field on the number of
operations. In our current design, we restrict all the operations
to a single inode, and our ongoing research is exploring the
use of CompoundOps across different files.

4.1.1

Compound I/O Operations.

First, we aim to create simple CompoundOps that combine
two or more traditional POSIX operations into a compound
operation, thereby reducing interaction between applications
and StorageFS. We compound operations based on two principles. The first principle involves combining operations that
applications and developers use in pairs. Combining these operations can substantially reduce system call overheads. The
second principle involves I/O operations that require simple
data manipulation (e.g., compression). Offloading such operations to device-level CPU reduces data movement across host
and device and the system call cost, also freeing up host-level
CPUs.
We target operations that are generally used in pairs in applications; for example, open-write, open-read (open a file
and read data blocks), open-write (open a file and write data
blocks), write-close (write and close a file), and read-modifywrite (discussed in this paper). Providing a simple API to
programmers, one that does not require extensive changes
to the application’s logic or complex input argument is critical. Take the example of a read-modify-write operation that
can be used for implementing overwrite operations (e.g., in
LSM-based key-value stores). The read-modify-write is used
by an application, which combines the arguments of a read
and write operation as shown in Figure 2. Upon successful
execution, the StorageFS returns the number of bytes written. To implement a read-modify-write, a combined NVMe
command is added to the inode-queue buffer, and StorageFS
is notified. StorageFS acquires an inode-level lock, iterates
through the opcode array, and the corresponding input or output buffers, and the I/O size. Note that, before starting to
execute a CompoundOps, CompoundFS must also check the
permission of each operation. Our current simplistic design
returns an error if the permission check of even one operation
fails, and each device-CPU must complete the CompoundOps
before switching to other operations.
4.1.2

Compound Operations with Processing.

To utilize the compute capability in modern storage devices
(with 4 to 8 wimpy CPUs), we extend the CompoundOps
to support simple data pre- and post-processing. Enabling
storage-level compute not only reduces host CPU involvement but also reduces interaction between application and
storage stack, and data transfer. For example, persistent keyvalue stores such as LevelDB, RocksDB, Redis, and several
others, store data and the checksum when writing new updates to log and during compaction [26] mainly to avoid
expensive (fsync) operations for each key-value pair. Unlike
fsync, using checksums provides an optimistic applicationlevel crash-consistency for user data by writing data and its
checksum and not requiring an immediate page cache flush
or enforcing strict data ordering [10]. In the case of system
failure, the stored checksum and the newly computed checksum of persisted data is compared to identify data corruption,

which is a critical part of the filesystem crash-consistency
mechanism.
However, with checksums, the data (payload) and CRC
is written as separate write operations [3], because: (1) a
write may store fewer than the bytes it was issued for, in
which case the checksums do not match during read, (2) the
CRC is used as a commit for the preceding write, and (3) the
CRC is written at different locations. CompoundFS, to reduce
such overheads combines these operations into one operation. Currently, CompoundFS supports write_and_checksum,
read_and_checksum, compress_and_write, and compress_and_read (used for reducing the storage space). Applications explicitly issue a compress_and_write using UserLib,
which adds the request to the inode-queue and is processed
by StorageFS similar to simple CompoundOps described earlier. CompoundFS returns an error or return code for each
operation along with the return code list.

4.2

Atomicity and Crash-Consistency

Traditional OS-level file systems guarantee atomicity and
crash-consistent durability properties. While file systems such
as DevFS are designed to satisfy these properties for simple
POSIX style operations, supporting them for CompoundOps
introduces a new spectrum of challenges. We discuss the challenges and our initial design ideas, which we aim to realize in
our on-going research.
First, regarding atomicity and consistency, because
CompoundOps combines multiple POSIX-styled operations,
a simple approach is to provide an all-or-nothing model
where an entire CompoundOps is atomic. For example, one
in-progress CompoundOps to an inode (i.e. a single directory
or file) would stall all other operations to that same inode.
Such atomicity could impact concurrency. More specifically,
an application can hold an inode-level rwlock (i.e., a readwrite semaphore), which would completely prevent any other
updates to the directory. One approach that we are currently
exploring is to allow individual operations to proceed in parallel, but requiring conflict resolution for the final commit.
Other possible extensions include enforcing users to control
CompoundOps atomicity with user-level locks.
Next, regarding crash-consistency, combining multiple
POSIX operations with data pre- and post-processing introduces crash-consistency and ordering challenges. Regarding
the crash-consistency, a CompoundOps could only succeed
partially (e.g., a write operation could fail in read_modify_write). While one approach is to adopt an all-or-nothing model
(as done currently in CompoundFS), reverting partially completed operations could be useful in some cases (e.g., read
operation in a read_modify_write), whereas realizing partial
reverts could be complicated.
Next, ordering threads performing CompoundOps (e.g.,
read-modify-write) and traditional POSIX operation (e.g.,
write) could be challenging, specifically in terms of performance. Should a thread (T1 ) performing simple POSIX op-

eration (e.g., write) ordered behind a thread (T2 ) performing
CompoundOps (read-modify-write), or could interpose T1′ s
write with T2′ s read_modify_write? Our current implementation treats CompoundOps as one large operation with an
inode-level lock. However, we are exploring ways to extend
the journaling mechanism to support a flexible (partial) crashconsistency or redesign journaling for CompoundOps by lending ideas from prior work on databases to support composite
transactions [15].
4.2.1

CompoundFS Scheduling Challenges

The number of I/O operations (simple operations as well
as CompoundOps) would most likely exceed the number
of available device-level CPUs, which demands efficient
device-CPU scheduling and management. Further, introducing CompoundOps with data processing (e.g., CRC, compression) brings new challenges for avoiding starvation or
workload imbalance across device-CPUs performing both
simple and CompoundOps. Traditional block-level I/O schedulers (e.g., Linux blk-queue) are a misfit for CompoundOps
operations because blk-queue does not consider computation.
While our current implementation uses first-come-first-serve
scheduling, we are exploring the benefits and implications of
OS-level CPU fairness schedulers such as Linux CFS [1].

5

Evaluation

To understand the benefits and implications, we evaluate
CompoundFS using micro-benchmarks and an application
(LevelDB). Our evaluation answers the following questions:
(1) How effective are CompoundOps in improving the I/O
performance by reducing the interaction and data copy overheads between applications and the storage stack?
(2) What is the performance impact of offloading compute
to device-CPUs?
(3) How sensitive are CompoundFS benefits to device-CPU
speeds?

5.1

Experimental Setup

We use a dual-socket, 64-core, 2.4GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R)
Gold platform with 32GB DRAM, 512GB DC Optane persistent memory, and 1TB NVMe. To emulate StorageFS, we use
persistent memory with four 128 GB NVM DIMMs, which
can provide a maximum of 8GB/sec read and 3.8GB/sec write
bandwidth [17]. To emulate PCIe latency, we add 900ns software delay [27] between the time a request is added to hosts
inode-queue and marked ready with a doorbell for the device
to process. We compare CompoundFS against kernel-level
ext4-DAX [34], state-of-the-art hybrid user and kernel-level
SplitFS [20], and firmware-level DevFS [21].

5.2

Microbenchmarks

To understand the preliminary benefits of CompoundFS
with CompoundOps, we model a microbenchmark that performs read-modify-write and write-and-checksum operations
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Figure 3: CompoundFS Performance with Microbenchmark and LevelDB.

on a large 16GB file varying I/O size to 256-bytes and 4Kbytes. Figure 3a shows the throughput of read-modify-write
benchmark that reads, modifies, and writes a block. We
compare CompoundFS and CompoundFS-slowcpu (sloweddown device-CPUs running at 1.2GHz) against ext4-DAX,
SplitFS, and DevFS. Figure 3b shows the throughput of
write-and-checksum benchmark in the y-axis.
CompoundOps
Performance.
First, for the
read-modify-write workload, ext4-DAX suffers from
two system calls and the related data copy between the user
library and the kernel. This impacts throughput considerably,
especially for small I/O sizes. Next, SplitFS performs better
than ext4-DAX by converting read and write operations
to load and store instructions on staged memory-mapped
files [20]. However, with SplitFS, we see a huge surge in the
kernel activity with an increase in workload size. We suspect
three primary causes: (1) increase in the user-level staged
mmap files increase OS activity (for example, searching
for free blocks); (2) pre-paging with MAP_POPULATE;
(3) high filesystem internal data copy. Next, DevFS avoids
system call costs to bypass the OS. However, the data copy
problem between host and device (read and write) remains
the same. Note that the host CPU waits for the device to
complete the I/O. In contrast, CompoundFS avoids two
system calls and converts two data copy operations into one,
resulting in significant performance gains. Finally, despite
reducing the device-CPU frequency to half of the host-CPU
frequency, CompoundFS-slowcpu achieves up to 109% gains
over ext4-DAX, 68% over SplitFS, and 38% over DevFS.
CompoundOps with data processing. We next model the
payload (data) write followed by CRC write found in modern workloads, such as persistent key-value stores [3]. Note
that data and CRC are written separately for correctness and
durability, as discussed earlier. All approaches other than
CompoundFS lack the capability to exploit storage hardware to process data (generating checksum), resulting in
two system calls and data copy overheads in addition to performing checksum in the host. CompoundFS combines append and checksum to one operation, offloads the operation
for StorageFS to process (and freeing up host CPUs), and
overcoming the data copy cost. Consequently, CompoundFS
improves performance over ext4-DAX, SplitFS, and DevFS by up to 178%, 144%, and 105%, respectively. Finally,
CompoundFS-slowcpu reduces gains to 71%, 50%, and 25%
over ext4-DAX, SplitFS, and DevFS, respectively.

5.3

Real-World Application

We next study the performance implications of
CompoundFS using LevelDB [3], a persistent key-value store.
Figure 3c and Figure 3d show the write and read random
throughput along the y-axis. We compare CompoundFS
against ext4-DAX, SplitFS, and DevFS. For CompoundFS,
we replace LevelDB’s dual payload and checksum write
operations with one checksum_and_write operation. First, for
the random write workload, as observed in the microbenchmarks, even with our preliminary design, CompoundFS is
able to achieve up to 75% performance improvement. For the
blocking read operations, the data block and checksum are
read at once. While both DevFS and CompoundFS avoid the
system call cost and show performance improvement over
DAX, the benefits of CompoundFS over DevFS are minimal.
Our future work will explore more applications and pursue
other opportunities for optimizations such as designing
SplitFS-like hybrid user- and firmware-level design.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose CompoundFS, a firmware-level
filesystem that provides direct access to storage without
compromising file system guarantees or POSIX support.
To reduce data copy overheads between applications and
the storage stack (e.g., filesystem), CompoundFS proposes
CompoundOps, that combines one or more POSIX operations into a compound operation. CompoundOps also exploits
device-level storage compute capability. Our ongoing work
is currently focusing on crash-consistency and scheduling
challenges. Results from our preliminary design show more
than 75% performance gains for real applications.
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